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Applicability of Equal Energy Assumption to the Out-of-Plane Response of 
Steel Arch Bridges 
OOsman Tunc CETINKAYAへShozoNAKAMURA**， Kazuo TAKAHASHI*** 
and Qingxiong WU* * * * 
ABSTRACT Static pushover analysis， linear and non-linear dynamic response analyses were 
carried out for six steel arch bridge models having different Arch Rise/Span Length ratios or arch 
rib distances. Based on the results of these analyses， the applicability of equal energy assumption 
in out-of-plane direction was examined. Although safety side estimation was achieved by the 
assumption， the results were too conservative in m加 ycases. For the applicability of the 
assumption some tendencies were found and correction functions were established to improve the 
accuracy based on these tendencies. 
Keywords: Seismic Design， Equal Energy Assumption， Steel Arch Bridges， Pushover Analysis， Dynamic 
Response Analysis. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Japanese seismic design∞de for highway 
bridges1) sp民 i自白血eDuctility Design Method， which 
is based on static analysis considering the material and 
geometrical non-linearity， as血edesign me血odagainst 
severe earthquakes such as the Great KanωEar血quake
佃 dthe Hyogo・KenNanbu E紅白quake.The method 
employs equal energy assumption2) for血emaximum 
response est泊lation.However， the application of也is
method is limited because the applicability of equal 
energy assumption is not clear to some types of 
S仕ucturessuch as steel portal frame bridge piers組 d
deck type stel arch bridges. For these structures time 
匂kingand costly dynamic response analysis is required 
in the seismic design. 
There are some papers regarding the applicability 
of the equal energy assumption to stel bridgl巴s.Usami 
et a1.3) examined the appli回 bilityof eq凶 1energy and 
equal displacement assumptions based on the results of 
pseudo-dynamic tests of cantilever columns of stel 
bridge piers. In this study， fairly good estimation of 
non-linear response is achieved by using the equal 
energy assumption， while the response estimated by the 
equal displacement assumption is much smaller由加
白etest results. Nakajima et a1.4) investigated the 
applicability of equal energy assumption to the seismic 
design of stel po託alfr溜 nes.百lepaper s句testhat the 
assumption can be usedぉ asafety side estimation of 
the maximum non-linear response， but the estimated 
maximum displacement can be much加ger白血血e
one obtained by elasto-plastic d:戸lamic response 
analysis. Nakamura et al. 5) suggested some correction 
functions to improve血eestimation accぽ acyfor stel 
portalfr百nes.Additionally， a static analysis method to 
predict the maximum non-linear response of stel 
po氏alframe bridge piers was presented by ilie authors. 
In this paper， ilie applicability of the equal energy 
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ぉsumptionω 吐leout-of-plane inelastic response 
prediction of deck ザpe stel arch bridges is 
numerically evaluated for 6 models generated by 
se凶ngthe Arch Rise/Span Len併1ratio and仕le
distance between the紅むhribs as the main structural 
Pぽameters. Applicability of 也e assumption is 
discussed and correction白nctionsto improve the 
accuracy ofthe assumption are suggested. 
2. OUTLINE OF ANALYSIS 
2.1 Analyzed九10delsand Input Ground Motions 
Six Stl回 1arch bridge models were studied by 
MARC6) non-linear曲活teelement analysis software. 
Model 1， shown in Figure 1 isused as血etemplate 
mcidel for仕legeneration of Model 2， 3， 4 only by 
changing the arch rise， and Mode1 5， 6 only by 
changing the distance between the two arch ribs. Model 
1， 2， 3 and 4 constitutes the pa批mdemons回tingthe 
effect of Arch Rise/Span L四割1ratio， whereas Model 
1， 5 and 6 demons回 testhe effect of the distance 
between the arch ribs on the applicability of eq田 1
energy assumption. The models were generated by 
using JSP・-15W7)preliminary design so鼠Narefor stee1 
arch bridges. Structural par加netersof al models are 
shown in Table.l. 







Fig. 1: Modell 
analysis are spec回 1伽 edto the response sp民国
specified in JRA Code1). Basically白reeLevel-2， 
Type-2 ground motions for ground condition 1 are used 
お，rthe d戸別凶cresponse analysis in out-of-plane 
direction whose names， duration time and m拡 imum
accelerations are summarized in Table 2. Additionally 
these ground motions are amplified by 1.5， 2 and 5 
respectively (Also by 1.2 and 1.7 for品仏KobeOBS. 
N-S ground motion) to obtain the su伍cientlyinelastic 
response. 
Table 1: Analyzed models 
お10del Span ArchRise ArchRise Width 
No. Length(m) (m) SpanLenght (m) 
恥10dell 114 16.87 0.15 
Mode12 114 22.80 0.20 
Mode13 114 34.20 0.30 
Mode14 114 45.60 0.40 
Model5 114 16.87 0.15 
Mode16 114 16.87 0.15 
Table 2: lnput gro叩 dmotions
N釘ne
1995 JMAKobe OBS N司 S
(Le2.t21) 
1995 JMAKobeOBS E-W 
(Le2.t212) 
1995 HEPC Inagawa N-S 
(Le2.t213) 

















Fiber model is employed in order to consider the 
material non-linearity. Lumped mass approach is田 ed
お，ral models. The sti盛lessof concrete slab on the 
sti自己ninggirders is not considered in the analysis， but 







relationship of也ematerial is considered as bi・linear
where the slope ofplastic portion was taken as 0.01 of 
elastic potion， asseen in Figure.2. Kin巴matichardening 
rule is employed. 
P凶lciple fre vibration mode shapes and 
企'equencies，which are two symme凶cand one 
as戸runetricside sway modes ar巴 shownin Figure 3. 
百le白百tsymmetric企eevibration mode was found to 
have the largest con凶butionto社lestructural r，巴sponse.
Damping efect is considered as Rayleigh damping of 
Equation (1 ). 
C=αM+βK (1) 
where， C: Rayleigh由即時ma凶x，M: Mass matrix， 
K: Sti血essma出x.百lemass ma仕ixmultiplierα 阻 d















Fig.3: Principle mode shapes and 
企equencies
f;.h2 -12.hl 
= 47r.f・12. 一 ;11
1." -12" 
β=f1・hj-12.h2 




Here， Jiand fz are the first and second symme剖c
principle side sway mode frequencies shown in Fig. 3. 
h1 andh2 are吐lemodal damping ratios of仕lesemodes
which are both assumed as 0.03. 
NeW111ark's s method (s=1/4) is employed ω 
solve the eq悶厄onofmotion白血ed戸国凶cresponse 
analysis. 
3. APPLICABICffiITY OF EQUAL ENERGY 
ASSUMPTION 
3.1 Examination Procedure 
官官 applicabilityof eql田 1energy assumption to 
stel arch bridges in out-of-plane direction is examined 
by comparing 血e estin1ated maximum inelastic 
response with白紙 ofnon-linear d戸別凶cresponse 
analysis resu1t.官leexamination pr'∞ed町 'eis d巴:scribed
below. 
1) Free vibration analysis is carried out to get血e
m旬ral企equenciesand mode shapes. 
2) Elasto-plastic fmite displacement pushover 
analysis of each model is performed in order to 
obtain the force-displacement relation curve. A 
force pa枕emwhich is directly proportionalもothe 
fust symmetric side sway mode shape and the 
lumped masses at each point is applied to the 
structure. 
3) Maximum elastic response displacement and the 
corresponding force are obtained by elastic 
d戸arnicresponse analysis of出emodel and the 
max1ffium s出血 ene明 rstored in the structure is 
calculated by using these two values. 
4) Maximum inelastic response displacem巴ntoSP is 
estimated by applying the equal enぽ'gy
assumption to血.eforce-displacement curve泊 2)
阻 dthe maximum s回 inenergy in 3) (See Figure 
4). 
5) Inelastic血litedisplacement dynamic response 
analysis is conducted to get the maximum 
inelastic response displacement ODP. 
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6)官leestimated maximum response displacement 
(Osp) and血ecalculated one (ODP) are compared in 
order to evaluate the accuracy of the assumption. 
Above procedure is carried out for the deck center node 
where the maximum rl田ponse displacements are 








O ~ ODP OSp 
Fig.4: Equal energy ass凶 nption
3.2 Relationship be伽 eenaccuracy of the estimation 
and some parameters. 
百le natural 企'equency and the structural 
par沼田terssuch as Arch Rise/Span Len併1ratio and 
也edis加lcebetween the two arch ribs can be 
considered to have an influence on the applicability of 
白eequal energy assumption. The relationship between 
也 問問ametersand OS[l'ODP， which is枇 basicfactor 
expressing the accUIョcyofthe estimation， is exarnined. 
Figure 5 ilus回 testhe relationship between 
05，〆ゐIPand 1st s戸nmetricside sway mode企'equency
which has the most contribution to血ewhole structural 
response. Any correlation b巴:tween05，〆ODPand natural 
企equenciescould not be found， suggesting血atthe 
natural frequency ofthe s仕ucturehas no apparent effect 
on the accUIョcyof the estimation. But it can be seen in 
the figure伽 tal val附 ofOS[l'ODP are greater血an1.0. 
百1Ismeans that由eequal energy assumption results in 
safe side estimation. But in many cases the estimated 
resu1ts are much larger than the responses calculated by 
inel訓 c dynarnic response analysis causing 白
a∞mョ.cyofthe estimation to be quite low. 














































• Le2. 1211， x1.2， x1.5， x1.7， x2， x5 
o Le2.1212， x1.5， x2， x5 
企 Le2.1213，x 1.5， x2， x5 
Fig.5: 05，〆ODP-natural企equencyrelationship 
factor片(=ゐ〆ふ Oy:yield displacement) is ilus回ted
in Figure 6 for different ground motion groups.百le
results residing on the right side represent the more 
intensive ground motions for each ground motion 
group. Here the ductility factors may seem to be too 
large to be practical for any design procedure. But it 
should be noted 出attheμ~is not the real ductility ratio 
州(=ゐ地)， andconぬining血eerror of the estimation， 
which becomes more than 300% in some cases. 
Os，〆ODP- μ~relationship in Figure 6 points out that 
the accuracy of the estimation decreases by the increase 
in ductility factor.百1Is甘'endis almost the sarne for 
di能rentmodels and ground motions although there訂e
some irregularities.百leseirregularities are caused 
mainly by the results of Model 5 and Model 6 for血e
ground motions arnplified by 5.官1Isdivergence is 
especially more apparent for Le2.t21 ground motion. 
Merely， these results could be excluded as the real 
伽 tilityratios (ゐ刈Jfor these ground motions 
ranging企om5 to 6 are too large for血epractical 
seismic d巴sign.At the same time， the results for model 
6 for Le2.t21 ground motion group also seem to 
diverge企omthe general tendency. Le2.t21 is the most 
severe ground motion arnong the也reeground motions 
as shown in Table 2， and Model 6 isthe model白紙has
出elargest distance between its arch ribs having the 
total deck width of 13 meters carrying four-lane tra缶c.
Model 6 was generated企omthe template model 
(Model 1) by only changing the cross-sections of仕le
arch ribs， colUIm1s and血esti民ninggirder keeping the 
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caused Model 6ぬ haverelatively slender members 
that goes p加ticat the early stage of the analysis 
especially for Le2.t21 ground motion.百1Isis thought 
to be the reason why the estimation accuracy for this 
ground motion is comparヨtivelylow even for the 
moderate ductility factors.白1吐leother hand the results 
for other ground motion groups do not have such a 
sharp divergence企om也egeneral tendency.百leJRA 
code1) re∞mmends using at least three ground 
motions per analysis， and肱 ingan average of them to 
evaluate the response. From血ispoint of view the 
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aver司geof response displacements for也氏eground 
motion groups was calculated and the OS~ODP -μE 
relationship for the average response displacements are 
shown in Figure 7.百letendency for different models is 
almost the sarne since the error coming from Le2.t21 
diminishes to a certain level with the con仕ibutionof 












o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 2 24 
μE 
Fig.7: OS~ODP - 片 relationshipfor the average 
response displacements 
3.3 Approximation ofδs〆δ'DP-メJErelationship 
As ilus回 tedin Figure 6 and Figure 7 OSJ必'DP
values are gathered almost in the sarne positions， 
having也esarne decreasing tendency in estimation 
accuracy with也eincrease in ductility facωrμE 
regardless of ground motions and model types as it is 
stated beお，re. 百1Issuggests 仕13t the estimation 
accuracy is not a島ctedby社leground motion type for 
the considered ground condition (ground condition 1 in 
白isstud叫andthe structural param出 rswhich are也e
Arch Rise/Span Len俳 ratioand the distance between 
白earch ribs. With this finding it could be possible to 
appro必rnatethe OSJ必DP-μ'E relationship with a single 
function白紙 rep問団nts仕legeneral tendency which is 
valid for different ground motions and parameters.百世s
approximation was carried out by considering only the 
average response displacement resu1ts of the也ree
di能rentground motion groups as recommended by 
JRA code1l. Average and lower bound values of OS~ODP 
were approxirnated by lines as shown in Figure 8.百le
average approximation is the optimum line between 
OS~ODP values as shown in equation (3)， whereas the 
lower bound approximation is the bottom boundary 
line ofゐ〆'ODP-μ'E relationship as shown in equation 
(4). 
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与=0.17仰 E+ 0.7050， 
~DP 
(4) 
3.4 Correction functions for equal energy 
assumption 
Even though the equal energy assumption 
resulted in safe side estimation， the estimation acc旧宮cy
is quite low in many回 Sωasit is ilus回 tedbefore. 
However， since血eð~ðDP -比 relationshipcan be 
approximated by a single line which is valid for al 
ground motions and models considered in白iss伽dy，社
could be possible ω 加prove也eaccmョcyof the 
estimation by establishing some correction functions 
based on these approximations. By using this p血ciple，
correction function f{f.1FJ is proposed for both average 
estimation and lower bound estimation. Lower bound 
22 
estimation is the safe side estimation where the 
predicted maximum inelastic response is always equal 
ωor grea町 出 血 也eacω.al inelastic response (ODP)' 
These functions are presented in equation (5). 
A:verage Estimation 
f(μE)=1I(0.1958μE +0.7063)， (0く f(μE)壬1)
Lower Bound Estimation 
f(μE) = 1/(0.1700μE + 0.7050)， (0く f(μE)豆1)
(5) 
Corrected ductility factor拘 isobtained by 
multiplying the above ∞rrection functions /(μrFJ with 
出eductility factorμE・Nocorrection is necessary if 
/(μrFJ be∞mes more世lan1.0. Corrected value of 
estimated maximum inelastic response dsP' is ob凶ned
by equation (6)， which is simply multiplying吐le
corrected ductility facωr メlD with 仕le yield 
displacement. 
δSP μE xf(μE)Xδy (6) 
百lecorrected values of the estimated ductility 
factor calculated 企om the averョge response 
displacements for伽田 groundmotions are plo仕edin 
Figure 9 with the values without correction， versus th巴
real ductility factor (的).It can be seen that出e
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μR 
o Not Corrected 
• Lower bound estimation 
A Average Estimation 
Fig.9: Correction res叫.tsfor the average response 
displacements 
The established correction functions are also 
applied to the results of individual ground motion 
groups as shown in Figure 10. Al出ough社lecorrection 
functions are generated only by conside巾19the町 erage
response values as s匂tedin design specifications社can
be seen血atthe estimation accurョ.cyis also improved 
for each ofthe ground motion groups.百lelower bound 
estimation is not plo町 dsince it is meaningful only for 
design procedure in which the average of伽 eeground 
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4弘 AverョgeEstimation 




3.5 Validity ofthe correction functions 
Figure 1閃presentsthe relationship between血巴
calculated (dDP) and the estimated (dsP') maximum 
responses. Lower bound estimation is plotted only for 
出e averョge response displacements. Averョge
estimation is plo枕edfor both the average response 
displacements and individual ground motion results. 
All of the lower bound estimation results are 
conservative side， and its estimation error is les than 
20% except a few cases. Fairly good results are 
obtained in血eaverョgeestimation for averョgeresponse
displacements.百leirerror mostly rangl巴S企om・10%to
10%. For the individual ground motion， the average 
estimation with the error ranging企om・20%to20% is 
obtained with the exception of few cases.百lerefore，it 
could be concluded that the proposed correction 
functions are valid for血em阻加国ninelastic response 
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A Lower Bound Estimation for Average 
Response Displacements. 
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Static pushover analysis， linear and non-linear 
dynamic response analyses of 6 Stl閃 1arch bridges are 
carried out.百leapplicability of the equal energy 
assumption for出estructure is examined based on the 
results of these analyses， and correction白nctionsare 
proposed to improve the estimation accuracy of the 
maximum response displacement. Main findings in this 
study can be summ矧zedas follows. 
1)百le predicted maximum inelastic response 
displacement based on the equal energy 
assumption is conservative for the s仕uct町e
studied in出ispaper. But too conservative results 
may be obtained in many cases. 
2) It is found that the structural pぽameters
considered in this study which are the Arch 
RiselSpan Len併1ratio and the distance between 
the arch ribs do not have any significant influence 
on the applicability of equal energy assumption. 
3)百leprediction accuracy can be improved by 
using proposed correction functions. 
In this study maximum elastic response to predict 
也emax加uminelastic陀 sponseby equal energy 
assumption is obtained by かlamicresponse analysis. 
If the elastic maximum response could be ob旬.inedby 
using response spec回， it could be possible to achieve 
the estimation of maximum inelastic response 
displacement without dynamic response analysis. on 
the basis of this concept， development of a 
static-analysis-based prediction method of maximum 
inelastic seismic response of stel arch bridges wil be 
凶edin the future work. Also the s∞pe of the study wil 
be broadened to the in-plane response estimation of the 
struc制reby considering more ground ∞nditions. 
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